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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of extracting the maximum syn-
chronization-free parallelism that may be present in loops.
In order to reduce communication and synchronization overheads,
some parallelizing compilers try to identify independent computational
partitions | if there are any | of a sequential program. We focus
on the case of loops with constant dependence distance vectors. We
consider a statement instance as a basic unit that can be allocated to
a processor, in contrast other methods that use an iteration instance.
We show that a previously proposed family of scheduling heuris-
tics (Graph Traversal Scheduling) is optimal in the sense that no more
parallelism can be expressed with synchronization-free code. Further-
more, we give a quasi-linear time algorithm to nd such an optimal
Graph Traversal Scheduling.
1 Introduction
Parallelizing compilers for high performance parallel computers try to e-
ciently execute sequential programs written in conventional languages such
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as Fortran or C. This kind of automatic parallelization is currently neces-
sary because of the prohibitive costs of rewriting all existing software in more
modern, parallel, languages. Furthermore, it is likely to remain necessary,
because in many cases scientic software is written by specialists in areas
other than parallel programming.
Because of their importance in the typical supercomputer workload, the
discussion of DO-like loops dominates the literature on automatic paral-
lelization. In fact, DO loops are the only construct that most of today's
compilers attempt to parallelize whenever the objective is to exploit coarse-
grain parallelism. These compilers examine DO loops trying to obtain paral-
lel code semantically equivalent to the original sequential one. They perform
the restructuring process based on dependence analysis for subscripted vari-
ables within the scope of each loop. Such dependences impose an execution
order of the statements involved that must be preserved in the parallel code
generated.
Many methods have been presented in the literature for transforming
loops in a way that can later be executed in parallel. Most of the methods
are described in terms of the manipulation of Statement Dependence Graphs
or SDGs. In this paper we are not concerned with the task of detecting
dependences in the source code and building the SDG; see [BENP93] for a
survey of this subarea of research. Our work starts once we have an SDG
obtained by whatever method.
Obtaining fully parallel code is possible when there are no cycles in
the SDG, simply by running all the iterations of the loop independently in
a DOALL-like loop [Dav81]. Problems arise when dependences form recur-
rences or cycles in the dependence graph. In this case, parallelizing methods
can be classied in (a) methods that try to obtain fully independent par-
titions [Pad79, PC89, D'H89], i.e., there are no dependences between com-
putations that belong to dierent blocks of the partition, and (b) methods
that try to obtain more parallelism by synchronizing dependent computa-
tions assigned to dierent processors [Pol88, Cyt86].
When synchronization is required, the eectiveness of parallel computing
depends to a great extent on the performance of the primitives that are
used to express and control the parallelism within the program. In general,
synchronization adds substantial overhead to the loop's execution time, so
often the parallelization of a loop is even slower than the serial version of the
loop, specially if the loop has a large inherently sequential section [BLB94,
BE94]. For this reason methods that obtain synchronization-free code with
maximum parallelism are very important.
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One of the methods that has been used to generate this type of code
for shared memory multiprocessors is Graph Traverse Scheduling or GTS
[ALTB89, TALV96]. GTS is based on a detailed analysis of the depen-
dence graph of a loop. Code generation is done by letting each processor
traverse the graph according to some hamiltonian recurrence and rewrit-
ing the statements based on its distance. The recurrence is chosen so that
executing sequentially each subtask covers all the dependences. GTS em-
pirically nds a code with higher parallelism than methods proposed before
it [Pad79, PC89, D'H89]. This is, in a large part, due to its ner granularity:
it studies dependencies among individual statements inside the loop, while
previous methods tried to assign whole iterations of the loop to processors.
However, this partitioning method assumes the existence of a hamilto-
nian recurrence in the dependence graph, and this is not the common case.
Of course, as observed in [ALTB89], a hamiltonian recurrence can be ob-
tained by adding a sucient number of additional arcs. However, it was left
open how to add these dependencies so that the parallelism in the graph is
not reduced, or at least not too much, and the problem was even conjectured
to be NP-hard. We show in this paper that this is not the case.
More precisely, the results in this paper are the following:
 We show that GTS can be used to extract optimal parallelism: for any
scheduling that produces synchronization-free code there is a GTS
scheduling, given by the appropriate recurrence, that has the same
amount of parallelism (provided of course the original scheduling pre-
serves all dependences).
 We give an exact characterization of the parallelism that can be ob-
tained by the best GTS scheduling, and hence by the optimal schedul-
ing: it is the greatest common divisor of the weights of all cycles in
the graph.
 We present an algorithm for computing this optimal scheduling. The
algorithm is actually very easy to implement and works in quasi-linear
timeO(a+logW+n log n), where a is the number of edges in the graph,
n the number of nodes, and W the largest weight (or dependence
distance).
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present in more
detail Statement Dependence Graphs and related concepts. In Section 3,
we explain the Graph Traverse Scheduling method and formally dene the
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problem to be solved. Sections 4 and 5 contain the results of the paper,
namely, that GTS produces optimal schedules and how to nd them, re-
spectively. Finally, Section 6 contains some observations on the optimality
of our algorithm and some extensions of this work currently under study.
2 Framework: Statement Dependence Graphs
A DO loop species a certain sequence of iterations to be performed by the
computer. A restructuring compiler tries to nd groups of iterations such
that each group can be executed independently of each other. Restructur-
ing compilers are based on the analysis of dependences among a collection
of statements (S
1
; S
2
; : : : ; S
n
) within the scope of a normalized loop. De-
pendence relations between statements reect a given execution order that
cannot be modied by the restructuring process.
Example 1 Consider the following Fortran loop.
DO K = 5; N
S
1
: A[K] = C[K   5]
S
2
: B[K] = A[K   1] + C[K   2]
S
3
: C[K] = B[K   2]
ENDDO
In the sequential execution of the loop in Example 1, iterations are executed
in increasing order of the index value K = 5; : : : ; N . In each iteration, the
corresponding instances of statements S
1
, S
2
, and S
3
are executed in that
order. The rst six iterations of the index variable K are represented in
Figure 2.
Note that a statement S
i
can be from a single assignment, as in the
example, to large pieces of code.
The notation S
i
(k) denotes the instance of statement S
i
for index value
K = k. The output variable A[5] of the instance S
1
(5) of statement S
1
is
an input variable of the instance S
2
(6) of the statement S
2
. This pattern is
repeated many times. In general, the value computed by the instance S
1
(i)
of S
1
is used by the instance S
2
(j) of S
2
, whenever i and j are two values of
the index variable K such that j   i = 1. We say that the instance S
2
(j) is
ow-dependent on the instance S
1
(i), that statement S
2
is ow-dependent
on statement S
1
.
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S1
(5) : A[5] = C[0]
S
2
(5) : B[5] = A[4] + C[3]
S
3
(5) : C[5] = B[3]
S
1
(6) : A[6] = C[1]
S
2
(6) : B[6] = A[5] + C[4]
S
3
(6) : C[6] = B[4]
S
1
(7) : A[7] = C[2]
S
2
(7) : B[7] = A[6] + C[5]
S
3
(7) : C[7] = B[5]
S
1
(8) : A[8] = C[3]
S
2
(8) : B[8] = A[7] + C[6]
S
3
(8) : C[8] = B[6]
S
1
(9) : A[9] = C[4]
S
2
(9) : B[9] = A[8] + C[7]
S
3
(9) : C[9] = B[7]
S
1
(10) : A[10] = C[5]
S
2
(10) : B[10] = A[9] + C[8]
S
3
(10) : C[10] = B[8]
Figure 1: Initial iterations of the example program
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The same occurs between S
3
and S
2
with variable B, S
2
and S
3
with
variable C, and S
1
and S
3
with variable C.
These dependencies can be expressed by a graph, the so-called Statement
per Iteration graph or space. Vertices in this graph are all points S
i
(j),
and arcs between two such points denote a dependence relation. Note that
whenever there is an arc between S
i
(j) and S
k
(l), necessarily j < l or else
j = l and i < k. This is because the original program was supposed to be
executed sequentially.
The Statement per Iteration graph for Example 1 is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Statement per Iteration Space
We think of Statement per Iteration graphs as innite graphs, extending
for innitely many iterations. This is, rst, because in most cases the number
of iterations cannot be known at compile time. Second, because trying to
parallelize is only worth if the number of iterations is very large compared
to the size of one iteration.
Statement per Iteration graphs can be folded into Statement Dependence
Graphs, which we also call dependence graphs and SDGs.
1
Here vertices
represent statements of the loop, edges still represent dependences, and each
is labelled by an associated dependence distance, or weight, representing
the number of iterations the dependence extends across. This dependence is
always nonnegative. In this paper we only consider data dependences with
constant distances (uniform dependences) known at compile time.
The SDG for the code in Example 1 is shown in Figure 3.
1
Technically, SDGs are multigraphs rather than graphs, as there may be several edges
between the same pair of nodes, although with dierent weights.
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Figure 3: Statement Dependence Graph
For a statement dependence graph G, we denote by G
?
the correspond-
ing innite Statement per Iteration Graph. This is, G
?
is obtained by \un-
rolling" graph G.
3 Graph Traverse Scheduling
Graph Traverse Scheduling [ALTB89, TALV96] is one of the methods used
to extract parallelism that may be (implicitly) present in a loop.
The method schedules each task to walk along a xed hamiltonian recur-
rence on the graph. This recurrence may consist only of edges present in the
original graph, or use some additional edges added to the graph in order to
apply the method. The scheduling initially assigns to each task a statement
and iteration index with no initial dependences; this corresponds to xing a
starting point in the Statement per Iteration graph. A synchronization does
not have to be enforced if the recurrence guarantees all dependences in the
graph, that is, any two nodes linked by a dependence are assigned to the
same task.
This scheme transforms a serial DO loop into two perfectly nested loops;
an outermost parallel loop and a serial innermost loop. The outermost
loop corresponds to processors executing the dierent independent streams,
and the inner loop to executing the statements that eachprocessor nds
along the hamiltonian recurrence. The source code of each statement is
modied by applying alignment [Pad79], that is, adding an oset to the
subscripts in array references. This scheduling guarantees that dependences
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within the recurrence are embedded in the sequential execution of each task
loop [Tor93].
Hence, GTS has the following important advantages over arbitrary schedul-
ings: 1) Most of the code is the same for all processors, only the choice
of their starting point is dierent; hence, the program is SPMD (single-
program, multiple data). 2) It can even be made SIMD by executing sepa-
rately a few initial instructions, until all tasks are ready to start the same
statement. 3) Workload among processors is, by denition, balanced, except
maybe for a small number of initial and nal iterations. 4) The parallelism
of the loop is constant except for the last cycles, in which the parallelism
depends on the iteration limits.
Figure 4 shows a way of choosing a hamiltonian recurrence, and Figure 5
shows the scheduling obtained. Reference [Tor93] explains how the code can
be obtained from this scheduling.
S2
S3
S1
1
2
5
1
2
S2
S3
S1
1
2
1
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Extended Statement Dependence Graph, (b) Hamiltonian
Recurrence selected
Observe that the distance of an arc determines the number of iterations
of the statement associated to the sink node that can be initially executed.
Then, the sum of the weights associated to the arcs forming a recurrence
determines the number of tasks and, thus, the parallelism of the loop.
2
The
critical point of the method is, therefore, the choice of a recurrence that has
minimum weight while covering all the dependences in the graph.
2
We use the term weight to denote the sum of weights of a path or cycle, and the term
length for the number of edges in it.
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Figure 5: Scheduling obtained
The rest of this section is dedicated to dening formally the problem of
nding this optimal recurrence.
We will assume that the input of the problem is a connected graph,
that is, every vertex is reachable from every other vertex. If this is not the
case, we will use the classical loop transformation called loop distribution,
developed by Murahoka [Mur71]. This technique partitions the statement
in the loop body into a sequence of subsequences, and creates a separate
loop for each subsequence. On the graph, this corresponds to parallelizing
each connected component separately. The reader is referred to [ZC91] for
an explanation of this transformation. This transformation can be obtained
using an algorithm that solves the problem in linear time [AHU74].
Our problem is dened as follows:
INPUT:
A directed graph G = (V;A), where V = fS
1
; : : : ; S
n
g, satisfying the follow-
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ing three conditions:
CI1. Each edge in A is labelled with a nonnegative integer (its weight).
CI2. G is connected.
CI3. There is no cycle in G using only edges of weight 0.
Conditions CI1 andCI3 hold because if any of the two conditions fails, then
the sequential execution of the loop described by the graph would violate
at least one dependence, but the sequential execution is always correct.
Condition CI2 holds because G is obtained after applying loop distribution.
We say that an edge (S
i
; S
j
; w
ij
) of G is covered by a hamiltonian re-
currence R in G if the piece of R going from i to j, call it R
i;j
, satises the
following: there is some k  0 such that w
ij
= k weight(R) +weight(R
ij
).
Over the Statement per Iteration graph G
?
, this means that if we start
to walk from S
i
(l) and follow recurrence R some number of times, we will
eventually reach S
j
(l+ w
ij
).
OUTPUT:
A set of edges E dening another graph G
0
= (V;A[E), and a hamiltonian
recurrence R in G
0
satisfying the following three conditions:
CO1. Edges in E are also labelled with nonnegative integers.
CO2. Every edge in G is covered by R.
CO3. weight(R) is maximum among all recurrences satisfying condi-
tions CO1 and CO2.
Condition O2 means that R preserves all dependences dened by G without
any synchronization of processors.
Condition O3 reects that we want to maximize the parallelism, which
equals the weight of the recurrence. In principle, we do not care about the
cardinality of E.
Observe however that we can always drop any edges in E but not in R, so
specifying R implicitly denes a minimum set E for R, namely E = R A.
Denition 2 Any R that satises conditions CO1, CO2, and CO3 with
respect to E = R A is called a valid scheduling for G.
Note that there is always some solution for conditions CO1 and CO2.
Assume the vertices of the graph correspond to statements S
1
; : : : ; S
n
, ap-
pearing in this order in the loop; dene the hamiltonian recurrence R linking
S
1
, S
2
, : : : , S
n
in this order with edges of weight 0, then returning from S
n
to
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S1
with an edge of weight 1. This recurrence corresponds to the sequential
execution of the loop, and covers all edges with weight (parallelism) 1.
The argument is still valid for the graph problem in abstract, where
we do not know that the graph represents a loop at all: Dene S
1
to be
any vertex that receives no edge with weight 0. Such vertex must exist
because there are no 0-weight cycles. Let S
2
, : : : , S
n
be the other vertices
in any order, and dene the hamiltonian recurrence R as before. Since R
has weight 1, it covers every edge in G.
4 Hamiltonian Recurrences are Optimal Sched-
ulers
We give now a very general denition of scheduling. We will prove that
the parallelism obtained by using this general denition can be actually
obtained by hamilton schedulings, so in the rest of the paper we will deal
with hamilton schedulings only.
By \instruction" we mean a vertex of the Statement per Iteration graph,
this is, a pair (statement, index value).
Denition 3 Let G = (V;A) be a dependence graph and I = IN be the set
of index values. A (general) scheduling for G is a function telling every
processor which instructions to execute, and in which order. Formally, a
scheduling T using p processors is a function
T : V  I ! f1; : : : ; pg  IN:
We allow p to be a natural number (nitely many processors are used) or 1
(innitely many processors could be used if available).
The fact that T (i; j) = (k; l) is to be interpreted as \the lth instruction
that processor k will execute is S
i
(j)". Remark that the interpretation is
not \processor k will execute S
i
(j) at time l", as we do not assume that
there is any global time or that processors execute in any kind of synchrony.
There are a minimum number of requirements that every scheduling for
a dependence graph G must satisfy:
 Every instruction must be eventually executed, and by exactly one
processor; that is, T is total and injective.
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 A processor executes at most one instruction at a time; that is, every
pair (k; l) has at most a preimage by T .
 The scheduling ensures that dependencies are preserved. With our
requirement that there is no synchronization, this means that all in-
structions linked by a (direct or indirect) dependence are executed by
the same processor. Formally, if T (i; j) = (k; l) and there is an edge
in G
?
from S
i
(j) to S
u
(v), then we have T (u; v) = (k; l
0
) for some
l
0
> l.
Parallelism of a graph is dened as follows.
Denition 4 The maximum attainable parallelism of a dependence graph G
is the maximum p such that there is a valid scheduling for G using p proces-
sors. It is innite if there are arbitrarily large such p's.
We often drop the words \maximum attainable" and speak simply of the
\parallelism" of a graph.
Equating \parallelism" and \maximum attainable parallelism" may be
suspicious at rst sight. Nothing in the denitions of scheduling prevents
that most processors are idle most of the time, so that the eective, or
average, parallelism is much smaller than the number of processors ever
used, or even that the peak parallelism. We see that this does not happen
in our framework, at least for connected graphs.
Fact 5 Let G be a connected graph. There is a natural number p such that
for every valid general scheduling T for G:
1. the number of processors used by T is at most p,
2. every processor executes innitely many instructions, and
3. if (k; l+ 1) is in the range of T , so is (k; l) (no idle waiting).
In other words, connected graphs have nite parallelism, and any scheduling
on them keeps all processors busy \all the time". Actually, property (3)
is proved by simply relabeling the order of instructions assigned to each
processor in an arbitrary scheduling, and does not require connectedness.
We show that these very general schedulings cannot extract more paral-
lelism from connected graphs than simple hamiltonian ones. The idea is that
hamiltonian recurrences are enough to execute the graph \layer by layer"
without violating any dependence.
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Theorem 6 Let G be a connected dependence graph. If there is a valid
general scheduling for G using p processors, then there is a valid hamiltonian
scheduling that uses at least p processors.
Proof. Take the Statement per Iteration space G
?
, and any vertex S
1
(j)
in it. Dene G
?
(j) as the subgraph of G
?
reachable from S
1
(j). Clearly,
all instructions in G
?
(j) must be executed by the same processor, so the
parallelism of G
?
is at most the number of disjoint graphs of the form G
?
(j),
call it p. Actually, as all these graphs can be executed by independent
processors, this p is the exact parallelism of G.
We show that each subgraph G
?
(j) can be executed by one processor
following a hamiltonian scheduling. This scheduling depends only on G, not
on j, as all graphs G
?
(j) are isomorphic to, say, G
?
(1). Hence, p copies of
this scheduling with starting points S
1
(1), : : : , S
1
(p) form a globally valid
hamiltonian schedule with p processors.
For every S
i
, let d
i
be the smallest index such that S
i
(d
i
) is in G
?
(1);
i.e., if G
?
(1) is drawn as in Figure 2, S
i
(d
i
) is the left most vertex in row i
reachable from S
1
(1). The permutation (or hamilton schedule) we look
for is any topological sort of the subgraph whose set of vertices is the set
X = fS
i
(d
i
) j 1  i  sg. This topological sort exists because the whole G
?
is acyclic. We have to show that executing instructions in X according to
this permutation does not violate any dependence.
For dependences between elements in X , this is the denition of topo-
logical sort. So if a dependence is violated, it must be an edge whose origin
is not in X but whose endpoint is. Say it is an edge S
i
(d
i
+ k) to S
j
(d
j
),
with k > 0. Then, by construction of G
?
, d
i
+ k  j (edges do not \jump
levels up") so the edge S
i
(d
i
)! S
j
(d
j
  k) also is in G
?
(1). As k > 0, this
contradicts the assumption that d
j
is minimum such that S
j
(d
j
) is in G
?
(1).
Now let a processor execute all the S
i
(d
i
) according to this permutation.
No dependence has been violated, and exactly one copy of each vertex and
each edge in G has been removed from the top of G
?
(1). Then, as G
?
(1)
is innite, the graph that remains it itself isomorphic to G
?
(1). So the
scheduling can be iterated again and again. tu
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5 Obtaining the Maximum Parallelism from a
Hamiltonian
In this section we give an algorithm that nds a hamiltonian scheduling
giving the maximum synchronization-free parallelism.
From now on, all graphs G are assumed to have conditions CI1, CI2,
and CI3. By gcd we mean \greatest common divisor". By convention,
gcd(1; x) = gcd(x;1) = x.
We start by proving a lower bound on the parallelism in a graph. This
way we can argue later that our algorithm indeed achieves the optimal.
Theorem 7 Let R be any valid scheduling for graph G. Then weight(R) is
at most the gcd of the weights of all cycles in G.
To prove this theorem, and also for later use, we state the following
lemma:
Lemma 8 Let R be a valid scheduling for graph G, and let C be a cycle
in G. Then weight(R) exactly divides weight(C).
Proof. Suppose C passes through vertex S
i
in G, and take any index value k.
Then, on G
?
, there is a path from S
i
(k) to S
i
(k+weight(C)). As R is a valid
scheduling, it must cover all edges so S
i
(k) and S
i
(k + weight(C)) must be
assigned to the same processor. Therefore, taking S
i
(k) as a starting point
and following the vertices in the order given by R, we must at some point
reach S
i
(k + weight(C)). As both nodes are instances of S
i
, going back
from G
?
to G we see that weight(C) must be an integer number of times
weight(R) or, in other words, weight(R) divides weight(C). tu
Theorem 7 follows immediately from Lemma 8.
Now we show that this bound is tight, and furthermore that we can nd
very eciently an optimal scheduling.
We give a very rough idea of how the optimum parallelism can be ob-
tained. As a rst (and very inecient) approach, we can try the following:
Suppose that the optimal parallelism P is known, and consider one at a time
all cycles in the graph. Each cycle forces some order partial order among the
vertices of the graph. Namely, if we start the recurrence at S
1
, and there
is an edge of weight w from S
1
to S
2
, the weight of the recurrence from
S
1
to S
2
must be w mod P so that the edge is covered. This way we can
place all the vertices in P buckets, according to their distance to S
1
in the
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recurrence. In the end, going through the buckets in order essentially gives
the recurrence.
Now if P is not known, we take P at every moment to be the maximum
parallelism consistent with we have seen so far. We nd an inconsistency
when a new cycle forces some vertex to be in a bucket dierent from that
where it was placed before. Then P must be reduced so that both cycles
involved place the vertex in the same bucket. After all cycles have been
considered, we have a recurrence with maximum parallelism.
An ecient algorithm of course cannot go cycle by cycle. We show that
the process can be done instead by considering edge by edge. We assume
that the graph is given to the algorithm as a table of nodes + adjacency
lists.
Theorem 9 For any graph G satisfying CI1, CI2, and CI3 there is a
valid scheduling R whose weight equals the gcd of the weights of all cycles
in G, call it P . Furthermore, there is an algorithm that nds R in time
O(a+ logW + n logn), where a is the number of edges in G, n the number
of nodes, and W the largest weight in G.
Note that in fact a  n because the graph is connected, and that writ-
ing down the graph weights takes at least a + logW bits. Therefore this
algorithm runs in quasi-linear time.
Proof. Let P
opt
be the gcd of the weights of all cycles in G. The algorithm
has two parts, that we call Find Paths and Build Recurrence.
Given a graph G = (V;A) satisfying CI1 to CI3, algorithm
Find Paths (G;D; P )
nds a tableD[1::n] and an integer P such that (Postcondition of Find Paths:)
1. P
opt
jP , and
2. for every i; j 2 V , for every path p from i to j in G,
weight(p) mod P = (D[j] D[i]) mod P:
Given G, D, and P with these conditions,
Build Recurrence (G;D; P;R)
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returns a recurrence R with weight P that covers all edges in G. Using
Theorem 7, we conclude that P
opt
= P because P
opt
jP and recurrence R
actually achieves parallelism P .
We dene Build Recurrence rst because it is simpler. Let B
0
, B
1
, : : : ,
B
P 1
be the sets of vertices i such that D[i] mod P is 0, 1, : : : , P   1,
respectively. Recurrence R rst visits all of B
0
, then all of B
1
, : : : , then all
of B
P 1
, and nally returns to B
0
, placing edges as follows:
 order the vertices inside each B
i
in any way that respects the edges of
weight 0; this is, if a and b are in B
i
and there is an edge of weight 0
from a to b, a must precede b. This ordering must exist because there
are no 0-weight cycles.
 within each B
i
, join the vertices with edges of weight 0 according
to this order. This gives an open path p
i
visiting all B
i
, for every
nonempty i.
 if B
i
and B
j
are nonempty, but B
i+1
, : : : , B
j 1
are empty, link the
last vertex of p
i
to the rst vertex of p
j
with an edge of weight j   i.
(Arithmetic is made modulo P here, to link the last nonempty set to
the rst one).
This gives a hamiltonian recurrence of weight exactly P . Distributing the
vertices into, say, a linked list of the sets B
i
can be done by sorting them.
If P < n, we can apply bucket sort; otherwise, use a comparison-based sort.
This is time O(n logn). Ordering all B
i
can be done in total time O(n+ a)
with a topological sort of each B
i
that looks only at the edges of weight
0. Once the orderings are found, listing the edges that form the recurrence
uses time O(n).
We must show that R covers all edges in G. Take an edge (i; j) with
weight w. Then w mod P = (D[j] D[i]) mod P by denition of D, so for
some k, w = k P+(D[j] D[i] mod P ). On the other hand, i is in B
D[i]modP
and j is in B
D[j]modP
, so the distance from i to j in R is (D[i] D[j]) mod P .
(For the special case w = 0, distance 0 instead of P is ensured because i
precedes j in the ordering.) This means that the edge is covered.
Now we dene algorithm Find Paths.
P := 1 ;
X := f1g ;
Y := ;
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D[1] := 0 ;
while X 6= V do
choose an edge (i; j; w) such that i 2 X and j 2 V  X ;
X := X [ fjg ;
Y := Y [ f(i; j; w)g ;
D[j] := D[i] + w ;
end while ;
while P > 1 and there is an edge (i; j; w) not in Y do
P := gcd(P;D[i] + w  D[j]) ;
Y := Y [ f(i; j; w)g ;
end while
We prove that this algorithm terminates with the postcondition stated be-
fore.
Claim. The rst while loop terminates and gives a table D such that for
every i, there is some path of length D[i] from vertex 1 to vertex i.
That it terminates follows by the fact thatG is connected, so every vertex
is eventually put into X . The property of D is easily proved by induction.
Claim. The following are invariants of the second while loop:
1. P
opt
jP , and
2. for every i; j 2 V , for every path p from i to j using only edges in Y ,
weight(p) mod P = (D[j] D[i]) mod P:
Note that the postcondition of Find Paths follows immediately from these
two conditions, when Y is the set of all edges in the graph.
Proof of Claim. The invariants hold initially because
1. P
opt
j1, and,
2. after the rst loop, the set Y forms a tree; hence there is at most one
path from every pair of vertices i and j, and by construction it has
length D[j] D[i].
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An iteration of the loop maintains the rst invariant: Suppose that at this
iteration we move edge (i; j; w) into Y .
Let p be path from j to 1; this path exists because G is connected. Let
p
i
be the path from 1 to i, of weight D[i], provided by the rst loop, and
dene p
j
similarly for D[j]. These paths determine two cycles C
1
and C
2
:
C
1
starts at 1, follows p
j
up to j, and returns to 1 using p; C
2
starts at 1,
follows p
i
, uses the edge (i; j; w), and also returns to 1 using p.
We dened P
opt
as the gcd of the weights of all cycles, hence P
opt
jC
1
and P
opt
jC
2
, so P
opt
j(C
2
  C
1
). The dierence in length between C
1
and
C
2
is precisely D[i] + w   D[j], so P
opt
j(D[i] + w   D[j]). By inductive
hypothesis, P
opt
jP . Therefore, P
opt
j gcd(P;D[i]+w D[j]) and the invariant
is maintained.
The second invariant is also maintained. Take any path p from a vertex
k to a vertex l. By induction hypothesis, we know that weight(p) mod P =
(D[l]   D[k]) mod P . At this iteration, P may only be changed to a P
0
such that P
0
jP . In this situation, the denition of mod ensures that still
weight(p) mod P
0
= (D[l] D[k]) mod P
0
.
end of proof of Claim.
This concludes the proof that the algorithm is correct. Let us discuss
now the its running time.
The rst while loop is a traversal of the graph; we can implement set X
with a bit vector, and use a queue (or a stack) to remember the vertices
that are in X but may have successors not in X .
q : queue ;
X : array [1::n] of boolean ;
make empty (q) ; enqueue (1) ;
make all false (X) ;
while q not empty do
i := dequeue(q) ;
X [i] := true ;
for every edge (i; j; w) with X [j] = false do
X [j] := true ;
D[j] := D[i] + w ;
enqueue(j);
end for
end while
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This implementation uses time O(n+ a) because we look at each edge only
once.
In the second loop, we can use Euclid's algorithm to compute the gcd of
two integers. Euclid's algorithm works by repeatedly taking the modulus of
the two arguments until one exactly divides the other; it takes time O(logW )
on numbers of value O(W ). Therefore, a rough bound on the execution time
of the second loop is O(a  logW ).
However, we can observe the following: at every iteration, either P de-
creases or it remains the same. If P does not change in an iteration, Euclid's
algorithm notices so after taking the rst modulus. Therefore, an iteration
that does not change P takes constant time, and there are at most a such
iterations.
On the other hand, there is a rst application of gcd that changes the
value of P from 1 to some value O(W ), in constant time. After that, the
total number of moduli that Euclid's algorithm can take is O(logW ): every
modulus operation that divides P divides it by at least 2. Therefore, it
cannot decrease more than O(logW ) times without becoming 1. Whenever
P = 1, the loop stops, and we know that the graph is strictly sequential.
Adding both types of iterations, the total cost of this loop is O(a+logW ).
The total cost of the algorithm is therefore O(n + a) = O(a) (for the
rst loop of Find Paths), plus O(a + logW ) (for the second loop), plus
O(a+ n logn) (for Build Recurrence), which is O(a+ logW + n log n). tu
6 Discussion and Conclusions
Let us remark that there is a strong reason for each of the terms in the
running time O(a+ logW + n logn) of our algorithm.
1. Clearly, running time must be 
(a), as a single misplaced edge may
reduce the parallelism to 1.
2. Computing the gcd of integers x and y is the same as computing the
maximum parallelism of the graph Therefore, the running time must
yx
be at least the number of arithmetic operations needed to compute
integer gcd. For numbers of the order of W , Euclid's algorithm uses
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(logW ) operations. Remark that Bshouty [Bsh91] has shown that
using the power of indirect addressing integer gcd is computable in
O(logW= log logW ) operations.
3. Finally, recall that the term n log n appears when we have to sort the
vertices according to the buckets they are in. Actually, our problem
necessarily involves sorting: Let a
1
, a
2
, : : : , a
n
be some integers to
sort, and let S be its sum. Then the optimal hamiltonian recurrence
for the graph
...
a1 an
s-ans-a1
follows the a
i
s in increasing order. On some machine models, this
term might be improved; see for example [AHNR95] for discussion
and references.
Does the problem admit a fast (NC) parallel solution? The problem is
equivalent under NC reducibilities to computing integer gcds, a problem
that has resisted many eorts to prove in NC or P-complete. That integer
gcd reduces to it can be seen from point 2 above. That it NC-reduces to
integer gcd is not hard to obtain from the structure of the algorithm we give
and the fact that gcd is associative, so computing the gcd of several numbers
can be done in a tree-like way. In particular, if weights are bounded an NC
algorithm is obtained.
Finally, some words about possible extensions of our work. While the
techniques have been presented in the context of a shared-memory model,
they also have relevance to local-memory message-passing machines.
In the case of nested-loops, we can parallelize only one of them and
consider the others included in this as a loop body. The outher loops are
considered sequential. Work is in progress in extending this work to develop
strategies for eectively extend this proposal to parallelize more that one
loop in a multiple-nested loops at the same time.
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